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This leaflet explains what plagiarism is and how to avoid it 
through correct Harvard referencing practice. It is a 
summary of the tutorial ‘How to succeed@referencing’. 
 
Remember that you can get lots of study tips and resources 
from succeed@solent on myCourse. 
 
 

Plagiarism 
Plagiarism is taking the words, theories, creations or 
ideas of another person and passing them off as your own. 

Plagiarism can be deliberate – copying a passage from a 
book or pasting something from the internet into an 
assignment without referencing the original source. 

It can also result from not referencing correctly. 

Plagiarism is a serious issue that can result in failing an 
assignment, failing the year or having to leave the course.  

To avoid plagiarism, make sure you include references 
within your assignment for all sources you use and then 
include full details of all the sources in a reference list at 
the end of your assignment. 

What is referencing? 
Referencing is an important part of your coursework. It 
serves several key purposes: 

• Acknowledges the use of other people’s ideas and 
opinions within your work  

• Demonstrates the depth of your research  
• Gives authority to your words and arguments  
• Allows others to follow up on your sources  
• Prevents accusations of plagiarism  

Knowing how to incorporate the work of others into your 
assignments and reference your sources correctly is vital.  

Referencing involves three stages: 

1. Correctly quote, paraphrase or summarise your 
source.  

2. Include brief details of the source in your 
assignment text.  This is called a citation.  

3. Include full details of each source cited in a 
reference list at the end of your assignment.  

Referencing styles 
There are several referencing styles, each with set 
practices for setting out references within a piece of 
work and the reference list.  

ALWAYS check with your tutor which referencing style 
they want you to use. If no style is specified, Harvard is 
considered a default style. 

ALWAYS be consistent in how you reference in terms of 
punctuation and layout. 

At Southampton Solent University, the majority of 
courses use: 

• The Harvard Referencing System 

Examples given in this leaflet are given using the 
Harvard system. You can find further details on how to 
use this system and examples of references in the online 
Harvard Referencing Tutorial, or by downloading the 
Library’s guide to Harvard Referencing. 

Psychology students need to use: 

• The American Psychological Association (APA) 
system 

For a full description visit the online tutorial or ask your 
tutor for the Psychology Dept.’s writing guide. 

Law students need to use: 

• The Law School (Numerical Referencing) system 

For a full description visit the online tutorial or 
download the Library’s Guide to Referencing Law 
Resources. 
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Quoting, paraphrasing and 
summarising 
Quoting: copying the words of another person into your 
assignment.  

Short quote – copying a few words or a sentence  

• Enclose in quotation marks (use either "double" 
or 'single' quotation marks - but be consistent)  

• Use … to indicate where any words have been 
omitted from the quotation  

• Use [ ] to show any words that you have changed 
or inserted into the quotation. 

Example:  
“a short quotation can be incorporated 
into the flow of a sentence” (Smith 
2008, p.1). 

Long quote – copying a few sentences or a paragraph  

• Start the quotation on a new line  

• Indent the quotation and use single line spacing  

• Put the author’s surname, year and page number 
in brackets at the end of the quotation (or  
incorporate the name into the prior sentence) 

Example:  
Smith (2008, p.1) has stressed the 
importance of quoting correctly:  

By indicating clearly where you are 
quoting from another source, you are 
less likely to be accused of 
plagiarism. You must also include 
the details of the source you are 
referring to.  

Paraphrasing: incorporating someone else’s ideas into 
your work but using your own words to express them. 

Example:  
Knowing how to avoid plagiarism though 
correct quoting and referencing is an 
important skill for students to acquire 
(Smith 2008, p.1). 

Summarising: summing up the main points in a long 
piece of work. 

Ensure you don’t distort the author’s original meaning. If 
you are summarising an entire work you can omit the 
page number in the reference.  If summarising a chapter 
or section, include the page range. 

Example:  
Smith outlines Harvard, APA and Numeric 
as three referencing styles students 
could use (2008, pp.1-23). 

The Harvard System 
 
References within your text 
Harvard referencing involves entering several details in 
brackets alongside your quotation or where you have 
referred to someone else’s work: 

• Author’s surname.  
• Year the work was published.  
• Page number(s) - if relevant.  

These details can be provided in different ways: 

• Put all details in brackets at the end of the quotation 
or paraphrasing:  

It is clear that “referencing is a 
skill all students should develop” 
(Smith 2008, p.1). 

• Incorporate the author’s name into your sentence 
and follow it with the year and page number in 
brackets:  

Smith (2008, p.2) highlights the 
importance of consistent referencing 
within an essay. 

The final reference list 
• Include a list of all your references at the end of 

your work. This gives full details of each source so 
your reader can look them up.  

• List references in alphabetical order of author 
surname and then by date if necessary.  

Examples of references for different sources: 

Book 
AUTHOR(S), Year of publication. Title. Edition (if not 
the 1st). Place of publication: Publisher  
STEVENS, M., 1996. How to be better at … 
giving presentations. London: Kogan Page 

Journal/ magazine / article 
AUTHOR(S), Year of publication. Title of article. 
Title of journal, volume number (part number), 
pages  
WILSON, R.T. and B.D. TILL, 2008. Airport 
advertising effectiveness: an exploratory 
field study. Journal of advertising, 
37(1), 59-72 
 
Website 
AUTHOR(S), Year of publication or last update. Title 
of page [online] [viewed date]. Available from: URL 
DEAKIN UNIVERSITY, 2006. The literature 
review [online] [viewed 6 May 2008]. 
Available from: 
http://www.deakin.edu.au/library/findout/
research/litrev.php 


